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can be enhanced by non-linguistic auditory training (i.e., learning 
to play a musical instrument or sing). This has practical significance 
because the quality of brainstem speech encoding has been directly 
associated with important language skills such as hearing in noise 
and reading ability (Banai et al., 2009; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009). 
This suggests that musical training can influence the development 
of these skills in normal individuals (Moreno et al., 2009; cf. Strait 
et al., 2010; Parbery-Clark et al., 2011). Furthermore, as noted by 
Kraus and Chandrasekaran (2010), musical training appears to 
strengthen the same neural processes that are impaired in individu-
als with certain speech and language processing problems, such as 
developmental dyslexia or hearing in noise. This has clear clinical 
implications for the use of music as a tool in language remediation.
Kraus and colleagues have provided a clear hypothesis for how 
musical training might influence the neural encoding of speech 
(i.e., via plasticity driven by corticofugal projections). Yet, from 
a neurobiological perspective, why would musical training drive 
adaptive plasticity in speech processing networks in the first place? 
Kraus and Chandrasekaran (2010) point out that both music and 
speech use pitch, timing, and timbre to convey information, and 
suggest that years of processing these cues in a fine-grained way 
in music may enhance their processing in the context of speech. 
The current “OPERA” hypothesis builds on this idea and makes it 
more specific. It proposes that music-driven adaptive plasticity in 
speech processing networks occurs because five essential condi-
tions are met. These are: (1) Overlap: there is overlap in the brain 
networks that process an acoustic feature used in both speech and 
music, (2) Precision: music places higher demands on these net-
works than does speech, in terms of the precision of processing, 
IntroductIon
Recent EEG research on human auditory processing suggests that 
musical training benefits the neural encoding of speech. For exam-
ple, across several studies Kraus and colleagues have shown that the 
neural encoding of spoken syllables in the auditory brainstem is 
superior in musically trained individuals (for a recent overview, see 
Kraus and Chandrasekaran, 2010; this is further discussed in The 
Auditory Brainstem Response to Speech: Origins and Plasticity). 
Kraus and colleagues have argued that experience-dependent neu-
ral plasticity in the brainstem is one cause of this enhancement, 
based on the repeated finding that the degree of enhancement 
correlates significantly with the amount of musical training (e.g., 
Musacchia et al., 2007, 2008; Wong et al., 2007; Strait et al., 2009). 
They suggest that plasticity in subcortical circuits could be driven 
by descending (“corticofugal”) neural projections from cortex onto 
these circuits. There are many such projections in the auditory 
system (exceeding the number of ascending fibers), providing a 
potential pathway for cortical signals to tune subcortical circuits 
(Winer, 2006; Kral and Eggermont, 2007; Figure 1).
The arguments of Kraus and colleagues have both theoretical 
and practical significance. From a theoretical standpoint, their pro-
posal contradicts the view that auditory processing is strictly hierar-
chical, with hardwired subcortical circuits conveying neural signals 
to cortical regions in a purely feed-forward fashion. Rather, their 
ideas support a view of auditory processing involving rich two-way 
interactions between subcortical and cortical regions, with struc-
tural malleability at both levels (cf. the “reverse hierarchy theory” 
of auditory processing, Ahissar et al., 2009). From a practical stand-
point, their proposal suggests that the neural encoding of speech 
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doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2011.00142(3) Emotion: the musical activities that engage this network elicit 
strong positive emotion, (4) Repetition: the musical activities that 
engage this network are frequently repeated, and (5) Attention: 
the musical activities that engage this network are associated with 
focused attention. According to the OPERA hypothesis, when these 
conditions are met neural plasticity drives the networks in question 
to function with higher precision than needed for ordinary speech 
communication. Yet, since speech shares these networks with music, 
speech processing benefits.
The primary goals of this paper are to explain the OPERA 
hypothesis in detail (section The Conditions of the OPERA 
Hypothesis), and to show how it can be used to generate predictions 
to drive new research (section Putting OPERA to Work: Musical 
Training and Linguistic Reading Skills). The example chosen to 
illustrate the prediction-generating aspect of OPERA concerns rela-
tions between musical training and linguistic reading skills (cf. 
Goswami, 2010). One motivation for this choice is to show that 
the OPERA hypothesis, while developed on the basis of research on 
subcortical auditory processing, can also be applied to the cortical 
processing of acoustic features of speech.
Prior to these core sections of the paper, section “The Auditory 
Brainstem Response to Speech: Origins and Plasticity” provides 
background on the auditory brainstem response to speech and evi-
dence for neural plasticity in this response. Following the two core 
sections, section “Musical vs. Linguistic Training for Speech Sound 
Encoding” addresses the question of the relative merits of musical 
vs. linguistic training for improving the neural encoding of speech.
the audItory braInstem response to speech: orIgIns 
and plastIcIty
As noted by Chandrasekaran and Kraus (2010), “before speech can 
be perceived and integrated with long-term stored linguistic rep-
resentations, relevant acoustic cues must be represented through 
a neural code and delivered to the auditory cortex with temporal 
and spectral precision by subcortical structures.” The auditory 
pathway is notable for complexity of its subcortical processing, 
which involves many distinct regions and a rich network of ascend-
ing and descending connections (Figure 2). Using scalp-recorded 
EEG, population-level neural responses to speech in subcortical 
regions can be recorded non-invasively from human listeners (for 
a tutorial, see Skoe and Kraus, 2010). The brainstem response to 
the spoken syllable /da/ is shown in Figure 3, and the details of 
this response near syllable onset are shown in Figure 4. (Note that 
the responses depicted in these figures were obtained by averag-
ing together the neural responses to thousands of repetitions of 
the syllable /da/, in order to boost the signal-to-noise ratio in the 
scalp-recorded EEG).
Broadly speaking, the response can be divided into two com-
ponents: a transient onset response (commencing 5–10 ms after 
syllable onset, due to neural delays) and an ongoing component 
known as the frequency-following response (FFR). The transient 
onset response reflects the synchronized impulse response of neu-
ronal populations in a number of structures, including the coch-
lea, brainstem, and midbrain. This response shows electrical peaks 
which are sensitive to the release burst of the /d/ and the formant 
transition into the vowel. The FFR is the summed responses of elec-
trical currents from structures including cochlear nucleus, supe-
rior olivary complex, lateral lemniscus, and the inferior colliculus 
(Chandrasekaran and Kraus, 2010). The periodicities in the FFR 
reflect the synchronized component of this population response, 
arising from neural phase locking to speech waveform periodicities 
in the auditory nerve and propagating up the auditory pathway 
(cf. Cariani and Delgutte, 1996). The form of the FFR reflects the 
transition period between burst onset and vowel, and the vowel 
itself, via reflection of the fundamental frequency (F0) and some 
of the lower-frequency harmonics of the vowel.
The auditory brainstem response occurs with high reliability 
in all hearing subjects (Russo et al., 2004), and can be recorded in 
passive listening tasks (e.g., while the listener is watching a silent 
movie or even dozing). Hence it is thought to reflect sensory, rather 
than cognitive processing (though it may be shaped over longer 
periods of time via cognitive processing of speech or music, as 
discussed below). Since the response resembles the acoustic signal 
in several respects (e.g., in its temporal and spectral structure), 
correlation measures can be used to quantify the similarity of the 
neural response to the spoken sound, and hence to quantify the 
quality of speech sound encoding by the brain (Russo et al., 2004). 
FiguRE 1 | A simplified schematic of the ascending auditory pathway 
between the cochlea and primary auditory cortex, showing a few of the 
subcortical structures involved in auditory processing, such as the 
cochlear nuclei in the brainstem and the inferior colliculus in the 
midbrain. Solid red lines show ascending auditory pathways, dashed lines 
show descending (“corticofugal”) auditory pathways. (In this diagram, 
corticofugal pathways are only shown on one side of the brain for simplicity. 
See Figure 2 for a more detailed network diagram). From Patel and Iversen 
(2007), reproduced with permission.
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were evident in the absence of attention to the speech sounds or any 
overt behavioral task.
One interpretation of the above findings is that they are entirely due 
to innate anatomical or physiological differences in the auditory systems 
of musicians and non-musicians. For example, the shorter latencies 
and stronger FFR responses to speech in musicians could be due to 
increased synchrony among neurons that respond to harmonically 
complex sounds, and this in turn could reflect genetically mediated 
differences in the number or spatial distribution of synaptic connections 
between neurons. Given the heritability of certain aspects of cortical 
structure (e.g., cortical thickness, which may in turn reflect the amount 
of arborization of dendrites, Panizzon et al., 2009), it is plausible that 
As noted previously, the quality of this encoding is correlated with 
important real-world language abilities, such as hearing in noise 
and reading. For example, Banai et al. (2009) found that the latency 
of specific electrical peaks in the auditory brainstem response to   
/da/ predicted word reading scores, when the effects of age, IQ, and 
the timing of click-evoked brainstem responses were controlled via 
partial correlation.
Several recent studies have found that the quality of subcortical 
speech sound encoding is significantly greater in musically trained 
individuals (e.g., Musacchia et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2007; Lee et al., 
2009; Parbery-Clark et al., 2009; Strait et al., 2009). To take one 
example, Parbery-Clark et al. (2009) examined the auditory brain-
stem response in young adults to the syllable /da/ in quiet and in 
background babble noise. When listening to “da” in noise, musi-
cally trained listeners showed shorter-latency brainstem responses 
to syllable onset and formant transitions relative to their musically 
untrained counterparts, as well as enhanced representation of speech 
harmonics and less degraded response morphology. The authors sug-
gest that these differences indicate that musicians had more synchro-
nous neural responses to the syllable. To take another example, Wong 
et al. (2007) examined the FFR in musically trained and untrained 
individuals. Prior work had shown that oscillations in the FFR track 
the F0 and lower harmonics of the voice dynamically over the course 
of a single syllable (Krishnan et al., 2005). In the study of Wong et al. 
(2007), native English speakers unfamiliar with Mandarin listened 
passively to the Mandarin syllable /mi/ (pronounced “me”) with three 
different lexical tones. The salient finding was that the quality of F0 
tracking was superior in musically trained individuals (Figure 5). It is 
worth noting that musician–non-musician differences in brainstem 
FiguRE 2 | Schematic diagram of the auditory system, illustrating the 
many subcortical processing stations between the cochlea (bottom) and 
cortex (top). Blue arrows represent ascending (bottom-up) pathways; red 
arrows represent descending projections. From Chandrasekaran and Kraus 
(2010), reproduced with permission.
FiguRE 3 | The auditory brainstem response to the spoken syllable /da/ 
(red) in comparison to the acoustic waveform of the syllable (black). The 
neural response can be studied in the time domain as changes in amplitude 
across time (top, middle and bottom-left panels) and in the spectral domain as 
spectral amplitudes across frequency (bottom-right panel). The auditory 
brainstem response reflects acoustic landmarks in the speech signal with 
submillisecond precision in timing and phase locking that corresponds to (and 
physically resembles) pitch and timbre information in the stimulus. From Kraus 
and Chandrasekaran (2010), reproduced with permission.
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stimulus /da/ is shown in blue (time shifted by 6 ms to be comparable 
with the neural response). The first 10 ms of the syllable are characterized by 
the onset burst of the consonant /d/; the following 30 ms are the formant 
transition to the vowel /a/. The time–amplitude waveform of the time-locked 
brainstem response to the 40-ms /da/ is shown below the stimulus, in black. 
The onset response (V) begins 6–10 ms following the stimulus, reflecting the 
time delay to the auditory brainstem. The start of the formant transition period 
is marked by wave C, marking the change from the burst to the periodic portion 
of the syllable, that is, the vowel. Waves D, E, and F represent the periodic 
portion of the syllable (frequency-following response) from which the 
fundamental frequency (F0) of the stimulus can be extracted. Finally, wave O 
marks stimulus offset. From Chandrasekaran and Kraus (2010), reproduced 
with permission.
FiguRE 5 | Frequency-following responses to the spoken syllable /mi/ with 
a “dipping” (tone 3) pitch contour from Mandarin. The top row shows FFR 
waveforms of a musician and non-musician subject; the bottom row shows the 
fundamental frequency of the voice (thin black line) and the trajectories (yellow 
lines) of the FFR’s primary periodicity, from the same two individuals. For the 
musician, the FFR waveform is more periodic and its periodicity tracks the 
time-varying F0 contour of the spoken syllable with greater accuracy. From 
Wong et al. (2007), reproduced with permission.
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Song et al. (2008): high-level (tone 1), rising (tone 2), and dipping/falling–rising 
(tone 3). Reproduced with permission.
some proportion of the variance in brainstem responses to speech is due 
to genetic influence on subcortical neuroanatomy. In other words, it is 
plausible that some individuals are simply born with sharper hearing 
than others, which confers an advantage in processing any kind of com-
plex sound. If sharper hearing makes an individual more likely to pursue 
musical training, this could explain the positive association between 
musical training and the superior neural encoding of speech sounds, 
in the absence of any experience-dependent brainstem plasticity.
Alternatively, musical training could be a cause of the enhanced 
neural encoding of speech sounds. That is, experience-dependent 
neural plasticity due to musical training might cause changes in 
brain structure and/or function that result in enhanced subcortical 
speech processing. There are several reasons to entertain this pos-
sibility. First, there is recent evidence that the brainstem encoding 
of speech sounds shows training-related neural plasticity, even in 
adult listeners. This was demonstrated by Song et al. (2008), who 
had native English speakers learn a vocabulary of six nonsense 
syllables, each paired with three lexical tones based on Mandarin 
tones 1–3 (Figure 6). (The participants had no prior knowledge 
FiguRE 7 | Brainstem encoding of the fundamental frequency (F0) the 
Mandarin syllable /mi/ with a “dipping” (tone 3) pitch contour. The F0 
contour of the syllable is shown by the thin black line, and the trajectory of 
FFR periodicity is shown by the yellow line. Relative to pretraining (left 
panel), the post-training FFR in the same participant (right panel) shows 
more faithful tracking of time-varying F0 contour of the syllable. Data from a 
representative participant from Song et al. (2008). Reproduced with 
permission.
of tone languages.) For example, the syllable “pesh” meant glass, 
pencil, or table depending on whether it was spoken with a level, 
rising, or falling–rising tone. Participants underwent a training 
program in which each syllable, spoken with a lexical tone, was 
heard while viewing a picture of the word’s meaning. Quizzes 
were given periodically to measure word learning. The FFR to an 
untrained Mandarin syllable (/mi/) with tones 1–3 was measured 
before and after training. The salient finding was that the quality 
of FFR tracking of fundamental frequency (F0) of Mandarin tones 
improved with training. Compared to pretraining measures, par-
ticipants showed increased energy at the fundamental frequency 
of the voice and fewer F0 tracking errors (Figure 7). Song et al. 
(2008) note that this enhancement likely reflects enhanced syn-
chronization of neural firing to stimulus F0, which could in turn 
result from more neurons firing at the F0 rate, more synchronous 
firing, or some combination of these two. A striking aspect of these 
findings is the small amount of training involved in the study: just 
eight 30-min sessions spread across 2 weeks. These results show 
that the adult auditory brainstem response to speech is surprisingly 
malleable, exhibiting plasticity following relatively brief training.
The second reason to consider a role for musical training in 
enhanced brainstem responses to speech is that several studies 
which report superior brainstem encoding of speech in musicians 
also report that the degree of enhancement correlates significantly 
with the amount of musical training (e.g., Musacchia et al., 2007, 
2008; Wong et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2009; Strait et al., 2009). Finally, 
the third reason is that longitudinal brain-imaging studies have 
shown that musical training causes changes in auditory corti-
cal structure and function, which are correlated with increased 
auditory acuity (Hyde et al., 2009; Moreno et al., 2009). As noted 
previously there exist extensive corticofugal (top-down) projec-
tions from cortex to all subcortical auditory structures. Evidence 
from animal studies suggests that activity in such projections can 
tune the response patterns of subcortical circuits to sound (see 
Tzounopoulos and Kraus, 2009 for a review, cf. Kral and Eggermont, 
2007; Suga, 2008; Bajo et al., 2010).
Hence the idea that musical training benefits the neural encod-
ing of speech is neurobiologically plausible, though longitudinal 
randomized controlled studies are needed to establish this with 
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of musical training on auditory processing have focused on cortical 
rather than subcortical signals (e.g., Moreno et al., 2009). Hopefully 
such work will soon be extended to include subcortical measures. 
Many key questions remain to be addressed, such as how much 
musical training is needed before one sees benefits in speech encod-
ing, how large and long-lasting such benefits are, whether cortical 
changes precede (and cause) subcortical changes, and the relative 
effect of childhood vs. adult training. Even at this early stage, how-
ever, it is worth considering why musical training would benefit 
the neural encoding of speech.
the condItIons of the opera hypothesIs
The OPERA hypothesis aims to explain why musical training 
would lead to adaptive plasticity in speech-processing networks. 
According to this hypothesis, such plasticity is engaged because 
five essential conditions are met by music processing. These are: 
overlap, precision, emotion, repetition, and attention (as detailed 
below). It is important to note that music processing does not 
automatically meet these conditions. Rather, the key point is that 
music processing has the potential to meet these conditions, and 
that by specifying these conditions, OPERA opens itself to empirical 
testing. Specifically, musical activities can be designed which fulfill 
these conditions, with the clear prediction that they will lead to 
enhanced neural encoding of speech. Conversely, OPERA predicts 
that musical activities not meeting the five conditions will not lead 
to such enhancements.
Note that OPERA is agnostic about the particular cellular 
mechanisms involved in adaptive neural plasticity. A variety of 
changes in subcortical circuits could enhance the neural encoding 
of speech, including changes in the number and spatial distribution 
of synaptic connections, and/or changes in synaptic  efficacy, which 
in turn can be realized by a broad range of changes in synaptic 
physiology (Edelman and Gally, 2001; Schnupp et al., 2011, Ch. 
7). OPERA makes no claims about precisely which changes are 
involved, or precisely how corticofugal projections are involved 
in such changes. These are important questions, but how adaptive 
plasticity is manifested in subcortical networks is a distinct question 
from why such plasticity is engaged in the first place. The OPERA 
hypothesis addresses the latter question, and is compatible with a 
range of specific physiological mechanisms for neural plasticity.
The remainder of this section lists the conditions that must 
be met for musical training to drive adaptive plasticity in speech 
processing networks, according to the OPERA hypothesis. For the 
sake of illustration, the focus on one particular acoustic feature 
shared by speech and music (periodicity), but the logic of OPERA 
applies to any acoustic feature important for both speech and music, 
including spectral structure, amplitude envelope, and the timing 
of successive events. (In section “Putting OPERA to Work: Musical 
Training and Linguistic Reading Skills,” where OPERA is used to 
make predictions about how musical training might benefit reading 
skills, the focus will be on amplitude envelope).
overlap
For musical training to influence the neural encoding of speech, an 
acoustic feature important for both speech and music perception 
must be processed by overlapping brain networks. For example, 
periodicity is an important feature of many spoken and musical 
sounds, and contributes to the perceptual attribute of pitch in 
both domains. At the subcortical level, the auditory system likely 
uses similar mechanisms and networks for encoding periodicity 
in speech and music, including patterns of action potential timing 
in neurons in the auditory pathway between cochlea and inferior 
colliculus (Cariani and Delgutte, 1996; cf. Figure 2). As noted in 
section “The Auditory Brainstem Response to Speech: Origins and 
Plasticity,” the synchronous aspect of such patterns may underlie 
the FFR.
Of course, once the pitch of a sound is determined (via mecha-
nisms in subcortical structures and perhaps in early auditory corti-
cal regions, cf. Bendor and Wang, 2005), then it may be processed 
in different ways depending on whether it occurs in a linguistic 
or musical context. For example, neuroimaging of human pitch 
perception reveals that when pitch makes lexical distinctions 
between words (as in tone languages), pitch processing shows a 
left hemisphere bias, in contrast to the typical right-hemisphere 
dominance for pitch processing (Zatorre and Gandour, 2008). The 
normal right-hemisphere dominance in the cortical analysis of 
pitch may reflect enhanced spectral resolution in right-hemisphere 
auditory circuits (Zatorre et al., 2002), whereas left hemisphere 
activations in lexical tone processing may reflect the need to inter-
face pitch information with semantic and/or syntactic information 
in language.
The larger point is that perceptual attributes (such as pitch) 
should be conceptually distinguished from acoustic features (such 
as periodicity). The cognitive processing of a perceptual attrib-
ute (such as pitch) can be quite different in speech and music, 
reflecting the different patterns and functions the attribute has 
in the two domains. Hence some divergence in the cortical pro-
cessing of that attribute is to be expected, based on whether it is 
  embedded in speech or music (e.g., Peretz and Coltheart, 2003). 
On the other hand, the basic encoding of acoustic features under-
lying that attribute (e.g., periodicity, in the case of pitch) may 
involve largely overlapping subcortical circuits. After all, compared 
to auditory cortex, with its vast numbers of neurons and many 
functionally specialized subregions (Kaas and Hackett, 2000), 
subcortical structures have far fewer neurons, areas, and connec-
tions and hence less opportunity to partition speech and music 
processing into different circuits. Hence the idea that the sensory 
encoding of periodicity (or other basic acoustic features shared 
by speech and music) uses overlapping subcortical networks is 
neurobiologically plausible.
precIsIon
Let us assume that OPERA condition 1 is satisfied, that is, that 
a shared acoustic feature in speech and music is processed by 
overlapping brain networks. OPERA holds that for musical 
training to influence the neural encoding of speech, music must 
place higher demands on the nervous system than speech does, 
in terms of the precision with the feature must be encoded for 
adequate communication to occur. This statement immediately 
raises the question of what constitutes “adequate communication” 
in speech and music. For the purposes of this paper, adequate 
communication for speech is defined as conveying the semantic 
and propositional content of spoken utterances, while for music, 
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individual cue may be ambiguous, when cues are integrated and 
interpreted in light of the current phonetic context, they provide a 
strong pointer to the intended phonological category being com-
municated (Toscano and McMurray, 2010; Toscano et al., 2010). 
Furthermore, when words are heard in sentence context, listeners 
benefit from multiple knowledge sources (including semantics, 
syntax, and pragmatics) which provide mutually interacting con-
straints that help a listener identify the words in the speech stream 
(Mattys et al., 2005).
Hence one can hypothesize that the use of context-based cue 
integration and multiple knowledge sources in word recognition 
helps relax the need for a high degree of precision in acoustic 
analysis of the speech signal, at least in terms of what is needed 
for adequate communication (cf. Ferreira and Patson, 2007). Of 
course, this is not to say that fine phonetic details are not relevant 
for linguistic communication. There is ample evidence that lis-
teners are sensitive to such details when they are available (e.g., 
McMurray et al., 2008; Holt and Idemaru, 2011). Furthermore, 
these details help convey rich “indexical” information about speaker 
identity, attitude, emotional state, and so forth. Nevertheless, the 
question at hand is what demands are placed on the nervous sys-
tem of a perceiver in terms of the precision of acoustic encoding 
for basic semantic/propositional communication to occur (i.e., 
“adequate” linguistic communication). How do these demands 
compare to the demands placed on a perceiver for adequate musi-
cal communication?
As defined above, adequate musical communication involves 
conveying the structure of musical sequences. Conveying the struc-
ture of a musical sequence involves playing the intended notes with 
appropriate timing. Of course, this is not to say that a few wrong 
notes will ruin musical communication (even professionals make 
occasional mistakes in complex passages), but by and large the notes 
and rhythms of a performance need to adhere fairly closely to a 
specified model (such as a musical score, or to a model provided 
by a teacher) for a performance to be deemed adequate. Even in 
improvisatory music such as jazz or the classical music of North 
India, a performer must learn to produce the sequence of notes 
they intend to play, and not other, unintended notes. Crucially, this 
requirement places fairly strict demands on the regulation of pitch 
and timing, because intended notes (whether from a musical score, 
a teacher’s model, or a sequence created “on the fly” in improvisa-
tion) are never far in pitch or duration from unintended notes. 
For example, as mentioned above, a note just one semitone away 
from an intended note can make a perceptually salient change in 
a melody (e.g., when the note departs from the prevailing musical 
key). Similarly, a note that is just a few hundred milliseconds late 
compared to its intended onset time can make a salient change in 
the rhythmic feel of a passage (e.g., the difference between an “on 
beat” note and a “syncopated” note). In short, conveying musi-
cal structure involves a high degree of precision, due to the fact 
that listeners use fine acoustic details in judging the structure of 
the music they are hearing. Furthermore, listeners use very fine 
acoustic details in judging the expressive qualities of a performance. 
Empirical research has shown that expressive (vs. deadpan) perfor-
mances involve subtle, systematic modifications to the duration, 
intensity, and (in certain instruments) pitch of notes relative to 
it is defined as   conveying the structure of musical sequences. 
Given these definitions, how can one decide whether music places 
higher demands on the nervous system than speech, in terms 
of the precision of encoding of a given acoustic feature? One 
way to address this question is to ask to what extent a perceiver 
requires detailed information about the patterning of that feature 
in order for adequate communication to occur. Consider the fea-
ture of periodicity, which contributes to the perceptual attribute 
of pitch in both speech and music. In musical melodies, the notes 
of melodies tend to be separated by small intervals (e.g., one or 
two semitones, i.e., approximately 6 or 12% changes in pitch, cf. 
Vos and Troost, 1989), and a pitch movement of just one semitone 
(∼6%) can be structurally very important, for example, when it 
leads to a salient, out-of-key note that increases the complexity of 
the melody (e.g., a C# note in the key of C, cf. Eerola et al., 2006). 
Hence for music perception, detailed information about pitch is 
important. Indeed, genetically based deficits in fine-grained pitch 
processing are thought to be one of the important underlying 
causes of musical tone deafness or “congenital amusia” (Peretz 
et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2010).
How crucial is detailed information about spoken pitch patterns 
to the perception of speech? In speech, pitch has a variety of linguis-
tic functions, including marking emphasis and phrase boundaries, 
and in tone languages, making lexical distinctions between words. 
Hence there is no doubt that pitch conveys significant informa-
tion in language. Yet the crucial question is: to what extent does 
a perceiver require detailed information about pitch patterns for 
adequate communication to occur? One way to address this ques-
tion is to manipulate the pitch contour of natural sentences and see 
how this impacts a listener’s ability to understand the semantic and 
propositional content of the sentences. Recent research on this topic 
has shown that spoken language comprehension is strikingly robust 
to manipulations of pitch contour. Patel et al. (2010) measured the 
intelligibility of natural Mandarin Chinese sentences with intact vs. 
flattened (monotone) pitch contours (the latter created via speech 
resynthesis, with pitch fixed at the mean fundamental frequency of 
the sentence). Native speakers of Mandarin found the monotone 
sentences just as intelligible as the natural sentences when heard 
in a quiet background. Hence despite the complete removal of all 
details of pitch variation, the sentences were fully intelligible. How 
is this possible? Presumably listeners used the remaining phonetic 
information and their knowledge of Mandarin to guide their per-
ception in a way that allowed them to infer which words were being 
said. The larger point is that spoken language comprehension is 
remarkably robust to lack of detail in pitch variation, and this pre-
sumably relaxes the demands placed on high-precision encoding 
of periodicity patterns.
It seems likely that this sort of robustness is not just limited to 
the acoustic feature of periodicity. One reason that spoken lan-
guage comprehension is so robust is that it involves integrating 
multiple cues, some of which provide redundant sources of infor-
mation regarding a sound’s phonological category. For example, 
in judging whether a sound within a word is a /b/ or a /p/, multi-
ple acoustic cues are relevant, including voice onset time (VOT), 
vowel length, fundamental frequency (F0; i.e., “microintonational” 
perturbations of F0, which behave differently after voiced vs. voice-
less stop consonants), and first and second formant patterns (i.e., 
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place higher demands on the encoding of certain acoustic features 
than does speech perception, at least in terms of what is needed for 
adequate communication in the two domains. However, OPERA 
makes no a priori assumption that influences between musical and 
linguistic neural encoding are unidirectional. Hence an important 
question for future work is whether certain types of linguistic expe-
rience with heightened demands in terms of auditory processing 
(e.g., multilingualism, or learning a tone language) can impact the 
neural encoding of music (cf. Bidelman et al., 2011). This is an inter-
esting question, but is not explored in the current paper. Instead, 
the focus is on explaining why musical training would benefit the 
neural encoding of speech, given the growing body of evidence 
for such benefits and the practical importance of such findings.
emotIon, repetItIon, and attentIon
For musical training to enhance the neural encoding of speech, the 
musical activities that engage speech-processing networks must 
elicit strong positive emotion, be frequently repeated, and be asso-
ciated with focused attention. These factors work in concert to 
promote adaptive plasticity, and are discussed together here.
As noted in the previous section, music can place higher demands 
on the nervous system than speech does, in terms of the precision 
of encoding of a particular acoustic feature. Yet this alone is not 
enough to drive experience-dependent plasticity to enhance the 
encoding of that feature. There must be some (internal or external) 
motivation to enhance the encoding of that feature, and there must 
be sufficient opportunity to improve encoding over time. Musical 
training has the potential to fulfill these conditions. Accurate music 
performance relies on accurate perception of the details of sound, 
which is presumably associated in turn with high-precision encod-
ing of sound features. Within music, accurate performance is typi-
cally associated with positive emotion and reward, for example, 
via internal satisfaction, praise from others, and from the pleasure 
of listening to well-performed music, in this case music produced 
by oneself or the group one is in. (Note that according to this view, 
the particular emotions expressed by the music one plays, e.g., joy, 
sadness, tranquility, etc., are not crucial. Rather, the key issue is 
whether the musical experience as a whole is emotionally reward-
ing.) Furthermore, accurate performance is typically acquired via 
extensive practice, including frequent repetitions of particular 
pieces. The neurobiological association between accurate perfor-
mance and emotional rewards, and the opportunity to improve 
with time (e.g., via extensive practice) create favorable conditions for 
promoting plasticity in the networks that encode acoustic features.
Another factor likely to promote plasticity is focused attention 
on the details of sound during musical training. Animal studies of 
auditory training have shown that training-related cortical plastic-
ity is facilitated when sounds are actively attended vs. experienced 
passively (e.g., Fritz et al., 2005; Polley et al., 2006). As noted by 
Jagadeesh (2006), attention “marks a particular set of inputs for 
special treatment in the brain,” perhaps by activating cholinergic 
systems or increasing the synchrony of neural firing, and this modu-
lation plays an important role in inducing neural plasticity (cf. 
Kilgard and Merzenich, 1998; Thiel, 2007; Weinberger, 2007). While 
animal studies of attention and plasticity have focused on corti-
cal circuits, it is worth recalling that the auditory system has rich 
their nominal score-based values (Repp, 1992; Clynes, 1995; Palmer, 
1997). Listeners are quite sensitive to these inflections and use them 
in judging the emotional force of musical sequences (Bhatara et al., 
2011). Indeed, neuroimaging research has shown that expressive 
performances containing such inflections are more likely (than 
deadpan performances) to activate limbic and paralimbic brain 
areas associated with emotion processing (Chapin et al., 2010). 
This helps explain why musical training involves learning to pay 
attention to the fine acoustic details of sound sequences and to 
control them with high-precision, since these details matter for the 
esthetic and emotional qualities of musical sequences.
Returning to our example of pitch variation in speech vs. music, 
the above paragraph suggests that the adequate communication of 
melodic music requires the detailed regulation and perception of 
pitch patterns. According to OPERA, this puts higher demands on 
the sensory encoding of periodicity than does speech, and helps 
drive experience-dependent plasticity in subcortical networks 
that encode periodicity. Yet since speech and music share such 
networks, speech processing benefits (cf. the study of Wong et al., 
2007, described in section The Auditory Brainstem Response to 
Speech: Origins and Plasticity).
Yet would this benefit in the neural encoding of voice periodicity 
have any consequences for real-world language skills? According to 
the study of Patel et al. (2010) described above, the details of spo-
ken pitch patterns are not essential for adequate spoken language 
understanding, even in the tone language Mandarin. So why would 
superior encoding of voice pitch patterns be helpful to a listener? 
One answer to this question is suggested by another experimental 
manipulation in the study of Patel et al. (2010). In this manipula-
tion, natural vs. monotone Mandarin sentences were embedded in 
background babble noise. In this case, the monotone sentences were 
significantly less intelligible to native listeners (in the case where the 
noise was as loud as the target sentence, monotone sentences were 
20% less intelligible than natural sentences). The precise reasons 
why natural pitch modulation enhances sentence intelligibility in 
noise remain to be determined. Nevertheless, based on these results 
it seems plausible that a nervous system which has high-precision 
encoding of vocal periodicity would have an advantage in under-
standing speech in a noisy background, and recent empirical data 
support this conjecture (Song et al., 2010). Combining this finding 
with the observation that musicians show superior brainstem encod-
ing of voice F0 (Wong et al., 2007) leads to the idea that musically 
trained listeners should show better speech intelligibility in noise.
In fact, it has recently been reported that musically trained 
individuals show superior intelligibility for speech in noise, using 
standard tests (Parbery-Clark et al., 2009). This study also examined 
brainstem responses to speech, but rather than focusing on the 
encoding of periodicity in syllables with different pitch contour, it 
examined the brainstem response to the syllable /da/ in terms of 
latency, representation of speech harmonics, and overall response 
morphology. When /da/ was heard in noise, all of these param-
eters were enhanced in musically trained individuals compared to 
their untrained counterparts. This suggests that musical training 
influences the encoding of the temporal onsets and spectral details 
of speech, in addition to the encoding of voice periodicity, all of 
which may contribute to enhanced speech perception in noise (cf. 
Chandrasekaran et al., 2009).
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1994; cf. Ghitza and Greenberg, 2009). In terms of connections to 
reading, Goswami has suggested that problems in envelope per-
ception during language development could result in less robust 
phonological representations at the syllable-level, which would 
then undermine the ability to consciously segment syllables into 
individual speech sounds (phonemes). Phonological deficits are a 
core feature of dyslexia (if the dyslexia is not primarily due to visual 
problems), likely because reading requires the ability to segment 
words into individual speech sounds in order to map the sounds 
onto visual symbols. In support of Goswami’s ideas about relations 
between envelope processing and reading, a recent meta-analysis of 
studies measuring dyslexics’ performance on non-speech auditory 
tasks and on reading tasks reported that amplitude modulation and 
rise time discrimination were linked to developmental dyslexia in 
100% of the studies that they reviewed (Hämäläinen et al., in press).
Amplitude envelope is also an important acoustic feature of 
musical sounds. Extensive pychophysical research has shown that 
envelope is one of the major contributors to a sound’s musical tim-
bre (e.g., Caclin et al., 2005). For example, one of the important cues 
that allows a listener to distinguish between the sounds of a flute 
and a French horn is the amplitude envelope of their musical notes 
(Strong and Clark, 1967). Furthermore, the slope of the amplitude 
envelope at tone onset is an important cue to the perceptual attack 
time of musical notes, and thus to the perception of rhythm and 
timing in sequences of musical events (Gordon, 1987). Given that 
envelope is an important acoustic feature in both speech and music, 
cortico-subcortical (corticofugal) connections, so that changes at 
the cortical level have the potential to influence subcortical circuits, 
and hence, the basic encoding of sound features (Schofield, 2010).
Focused attention on sound may also help resolve an apparent 
“bootstrapping” problem raised by OPERA: if musical training is to 
improve the precision of auditory encoding, how does this process 
get started? For example, focusing on pitch, how does the auditory 
system adjust itself to register finer pitch distinctions if it cannot 
detect them in the first place? One answer might be that attention 
activates more neurons in the frequency (and perhaps periodicity) 
channels that encode pitch, such that more neurons are recruited to 
deal with pitch, and hence acuity improves (P. Cariani, pers. comm.; 
cf. Recanzone et al., 1993; Tervaniemi et al., 2009).
It is worth noting that the emotion, repetition, and attention 
criteria of OPERA are falsifiable. Imagine a child who is given 
weekly music lessons but who dislikes the music he or she is taught, 
who does not play any music outside of lessons, and who is not 
very attentive to the music during lessons. In such circumstances, 
OPERA predicts that musical training will not result in enhanced 
neural encoding of speech.
puttIng opera to work: musIcal traInIng and 
lInguIstIc readIng skIlls
There is growing interest in links between musical training, audi-
tory processing, and linguistic reading skills. This stems from two 
lines of research. The first line has shown a relationship between 
musical abilities and reading skills in normal children, for exam-
ple, via correlational and experimental studies (e.g., Anvari et al., 
2002; Moreno et al., 2009). For example, Moreno et al. (2009) 
assigned normal 8-year olds to 6 months of music vs. painting 
lessons, and found that after musical (but not painting) training, 
children showed enhanced reading abilities and improved auditory 
discrimination in speech, with the latter shown by both behavioral 
and neural measures (scalp-recorded cortical EEG).
The second line of research has demonstrated that a substantial 
portion of children with reading problems have auditory processing 
deficits, leading researchers to wonder whether musical training 
might be helpful for such children (e.g., Overy, 2003; Tallal and 
Gaab, 2006; Goswami, 2010). For example, Goswami has drawn 
attention to dyslexics’ impairments in discriminating the rate of 
change of amplitude envelope at a sound’s onset (its “rise time”; 
Figure 8), and have shown that such deficits predict reading abilities 
even after controlling for the effects of age and IQ. Of course, rise-
time deficits are not the only auditory processing deficits that have 
been associated with dyslexia (Tallal and Gaab, 2006; Vandermosten 
et al., 2010), but they are of interest to speech–music studies because 
they suggest a problem with encoding amplitude envelope patterns, 
and amplitude envelope is an important feature in both speech and 
music perception.
In speech, the amplitude envelope is the relatively slow (syllable-
level) modulation of overall energy within which rapid spectral 
changes take place. Amplitude envelopes play an important role as 
cues to speech rhythm (e.g., stress) and syllable boundaries, which 
in turn help listeners segment words from the flow of speech (Cutler, 
1994). Envelope fluctuations in speech have most of their energy in 
the 3–20 Hz range, with a peak around 5 Hz (Greenberg, 2006), and 
experimental manipulations have shown that envelope modulations 
FiguRE 8 | Examples of non-linguistic tonal stimulus waveforms for rise 
times of 15 (A) and 300 ms (B). From Goswami et al. (2002), reproduced 
with permission.
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in a subsequent study Abrams et al. [2009] repeated their study 
with good vs. poor readers, aged 9–15 years. The good readers 
showed a strong right-hemisphere advantage for envelope tracking 
in multiple measures [e.g., higher cross-correlation, shorter-latency 
between neural response and speech input], while poor readers did 
not. Furthermore, empirical measures of neural envelope tracking 
predicted reading scores, even after controlling for IQ differences 
between good and poor readers).
Thus it appears that right-hemisphere auditory cortical regions 
(and very likely, subcortical inputs to these regions) are involved 
in envelope processing in speech. Are the same circuits involved in 
envelope processing in music? This remains to be tested directly, 
and could be studied using an individual differences approach. 
For example, one could use the design of Abrams et al. (2008) 
to examine cortical responses to the amplitude envelope of spo-
ken sentences and musical melodies in the same listeners, with 
the melodies played using instruments that have sustained (vs. 
percussive) notes, and hence envelopes reminiscent of speech syl-
lables. If envelope processing mechanisms are shared between 
speech and music, then one would predict that individuals would 
show similar envelope-tracking quality across the two domains. 
While such data are lacking, there are indirect indications of a 
relationship between envelope processing in music and speech. 
In music, one set of abilities that should depend on envelope 
processing are rhythmic abilities, because such abilities depend 
on sensitivity to the timing of musical notes, and envelope is an 
important cue for the perceptual onset and duration of event 
onsets in music (Gordon, 1987). Hence if musical and linguistic 
amplitude envelopes are processed by overlapping brain circuits, 
one would expect (somewhat counterintuitively) a relationship 
between musical rhythmic abilities and reading abilities. Is there 
any evidence for such a relationship? In fact, Goswami and col-
leagues have reported that dyslexics have problems with musical 
rhythmic tasks (e.g., Thompson and Goswami, 2008; Huss et al., 
2011), and have shown that their performance on these tasks 
correlates with their reading skills, after controlling for age and 
IQ. Furthermore, normal 8-year-old children show positive cor-
relations between performance on rhythm discrimination tasks 
(but not pitch discrimination tasks) and reading tasks, even after 
factoring out effects of age, parental education, and the num-
ber of hours children spend reading per week (Corrigall and 
Trainor, 2010).
Based on such findings, let us assume for the sake of argument 
that the first condition of OPERA is satisfied, that is, that envelope 
processing in speech and music utilizes overlapping brain networks. 
It is not required that such networks are entirely overlapping, simply 
that they overlap to a significant degree at some level of processing 
(e.g., subcortical, cortical, or both). With such an assumption, one 
can then turn to the next component of OPERA and consider what 
sorts of musical tasks would promote high-precision envelope pro-
cessing. In ordinary musical circumstances, the amplitude envelope 
of sounds is an acoustic feature relevant to timbre, and while timbre 
is an important attribute of musical sound, it (unlike pitch) is rarely 
a primary structural parameter for musical sequences, at least in 
Western melodic music (Patel, 2008). Hence in order to encourage 
high-precision envelope processing in music, it may be necessary 
the OPERA hypothesis leads to the prediction that musical training 
which relies on high-precision envelope processing could benefit 
the neural processing of speech envelopes, via mechanisms of adap-
tive neural plasticity, if the five conditions of OPERA are met. Hence 
the rest of this section is devoted to examining these conditions in 
terms of envelope processing in speech and music.
The first condition is that envelope processing in speech and 
music relies on overlapping neural circuitry. What is known about 
amplitude envelope processing in the brain? Research on this 
question in humans and other primates has focused on cortical 
responses to sound. It is very likely, however, that subcortical circuits 
are involved in envelope encoding, so that measures of envelope 
processing taken at the cortex reflect in part the encoding capacities 
of subcortical circuits. Yet since extant primate data come largely 
from cortical studies, those will be the focus here.
Primate neurophysiology research suggests that the temporal 
envelope of complex sound is represented by population-level 
activity of neurons in auditory cortex (Nagarajan et al., 2002). In 
human auditory research, two theories suggest that slower temporal 
modulations in sounds (such as amplitude envelope) are preferen-
tially processed by right-hemisphere cortex (Zatorre et al., 2002; 
Poeppel, 2003). Prompted by these theories, Abrams et al. (2008) 
recently examined cortical encoding of envelope using scalp EEG. 
They collected neural responses to an English sentence (“the young 
boy left home”) presented to healthy 9- to 13-year-old children. 
(The children heard hundreds of repetitions of the sentence in one 
ear, while watching a movie and hearing the soundtrack quietly 
in the other ear.) The EEG response to the sentence was averaged 
across trials and low-pass filtered at 40 Hz to focus on cortical 
responses and how they might reflect the amplitude envelope of the 
sentence. Abrams et al. discovered that the EEG signal at temporal 
electrodes over both hemispheres tracked the amplitude envelope 
of the spoken sentence. (The authors argue that the neural EEG 
signals they studied are likely to arise from activity in secondary 
auditory cortex.) Notably, the quality of tracking, as measured by 
cross-correlating the EEG waveform with the speech envelope, was 
far superior in right-hemisphere electrodes (approx. 100% supe-
rior), in contrast to the usual left hemisphere dominance for spoken 
language processing (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007; Figure 9). (In 
FiguRE 9 | grand average cortical responses from temporal electrodes 
T3 and T4 (red: right hemisphere, blue: left hemisphere) and broadband 
speech envelope (black) for the sentence “the young boy left home.” 
Ninety-five milliseconds of the prestimulus period is plotted. The speech 
envelope was shifted forward in time 85 ms to enable comparison to cortical 
responses. From Abrams et al. (2008), reproduced with permission.
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it says nothing about the relative merits of musical vs. linguistic 
training for speech sound encoding. Instead, it tries to account for 
why musical training would benefit speech sound encoding in the 
first place, given the growing empirical evidence that this is indeed 
the case. Hence the relative efficacy of musical vs. linguistic train-
ing for speech sound encoding is an empirical question which can 
only be resolved by direct comparison in future studies. A strong 
motivation for conducting such comparisons is the demonstra-
tion that non-linguistic auditory perceptual training generalizes 
to linguistic discrimination tasks that rely on acoustic cues similar 
to those trained in the non-linguistic context (Lakshimnarayanan 
and Tallal, 2007).
While direct comparisons of musical vs. linguistic training 
have yet to be conducted, it is worth considering some of the 
potential merits of music-based training. First, musical activi-
ties are often very enjoyable, reflecting the rich connections 
between music processing and the emotion systems of the brain 
(Koelsch, 2010; Salimpoor et al., 2011). Hence it may be easier 
to have individuals (especially children) participate repeatedly 
in training tasks, particularly in home-based tasks which require 
voluntary participation. Second, if an individual is experiencing 
a language problem, then a musical activity may not carry any 
of the negative associations that have developed around the lan-
guage deficits and language-based tasks. This increases the chances 
of associating auditory training with strong positive emotions, 
which in turn may facilitate neural plasticity (as noted in section 
Emotion, Repetition, and Attention). Third, speech is acoustically 
complex, with many acoustic features varying at the same time 
(e.g., amplitude envelope, harmonic spectrum), and its perception 
automatically engages semantic processes that attempt to extract 
conceptual meaning from the signal, which draws attention away 
from the acoustic details of the signal. Musical sounds, in contrast, 
can be made acoustically relatively simple, with variation primarily 
occurring along specific dimensions that are the focus of training. 
For example, if the focus is on training sensitivity to amplitude 
envelope (cf. section Putting OPERA to work: musical training 
and linguistic reading skills), sounds can be created in which the 
spectral content is simple and stable, and in which the primary 
differences between tones are in envelope structure. Furthermore, 
musical sounds do not engage semantic processing, leaving the 
perceptual system free to focus more attention on the details of 
sound. This ability of musical sounds to isolate particular features 
for attentive processing could lower the overall complexity of audi-
tory training tasks, and hence make it easier for individual to make 
rapid progress in increasing their sensitivity to such features, via 
mechanisms of neural plasticity.
A final merit of musical training is that it typically involves build-
ing strong sensorimotor links between auditory and motor skills 
(i.e., the sounds one produces are listened to attentively, in order 
to adjust performance to meet a desired model). Neuroscientific 
research suggests that sensorimotor musical training is a stronger 
driver of neural plasticity in auditory cortex than purely auditory 
musical training (Lappe et al., 2008). Hence musical training pro-
vides an easy, ecologically natural route to harness the power of 
sensorimotor processing to drive adaptive neural plasticity in the 
auditory system.
to devise novel musical activities, rather than relying on standard 
musical training. For example, using modern digital technology in 
which keyboards can produce any type of synthesized sounds, one 
could create synthesized sounds with similar spectral content but 
slightly different amplitude envelope patterns, and create musical 
activities (e.g., composing, playing, listening) which rely on the 
ability to distinguish such sounds. Note that such sounds need 
not be musically unnatural: acoustic research on orchestral wind-
instrument tones has shown, for example, that the spectrum of 
the flute, bassoon, trombone, and French horn are similar, and 
that listeners rely on envelope cues in distinguishing between these 
instruments (Strong and Clark, 1967). The critical point is that suc-
cess at the musical activity should require high-precision processing 
of envelope patterns.
For example, if working with young children, one could create 
computer-animated visual characters who “sing” with different 
“voices” (i.e., their “songs” are non-verbal melodies in which all 
tones have a particular envelope shape). After learning to associ-
ate different visual characters and their voices, one could then do 
games where novel melodies are heard without visual cues and 
the child has to guess which character is singing. Such “envelope 
training” games could be done adaptively, so that at the start of 
training, the envelope shapes of the different characters are quite 
different, and then once successful discrimination is achieved, new 
characters are introduced whose voices are more similar in terms 
of envelope cues.
According to OPERA, if this sort of training is to have any effect 
on the precision of envelope encoding by the brain, the musical 
tasks should be associated with strong positive emotion, extensive 
repetition, and focused attention. Fortunately, music processing is 
known to have a strong relationship to the brain’s emotion systems 
(Koelsch, 2010) and it seems plausible that the musical tasks could 
be made pleasurable (e.g., via the use of attractive musical sounds 
and melodies, and stimulating rewards for good performance). 
Furthermore, if they are sufficiently challenging, then participants 
will likely want to engage in them repeatedly and with focused 
attention.
To summarize, the OPERA hypothesis predicts that musical 
training which requires high-precision amplitude envelope pro-
cessing will benefit the neural encoding of amplitude envelopes in 
speech, via mechanisms of neural plasticity, if the five conditions of 
OPERA are met. Based on research showing relationships between 
envelope processing and reading abilities (e.g., Goswami, 2010), 
this in turn may benefit linguistic reading skills.
musIcal vs. lInguIstIc traInIng for speech sound 
encodIng
As described in the previous section, the OPERA hypothesis leads 
to predictions for how musical training might benefit specific 
linguistic abilities via enhancements of the neural encoding of 
speech. Yet this leads to an obvious and important question. Why 
attempt to improve the neural encoding of speech by training in 
other domains? If one wants to improve speech processing, would 
it not be more effective to do acoustic training in the context 
of speech? Indeed, speech-based training programs that aim to 
improve sensitivity to acoustic features of speech are now widely 
used (e.g., the Fast ForWord program, cf. Tallal and Gaab, 2006). It 
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